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DISTRIBUTION OF 'fERRESTRIAL ISOPODS 

(CRUSTACEA: 
ISOPODA) THROUGHOUT MICHIGAN: 
EARLY RESULTS 

Jennifer L. Stoyenoff1 
ABSTRACT 
Results are reported from the first two years of a multi-ye r study on the 
distribution of terrestrial 
isopods (Crustacea: Isopoda) 
in Michigan. Dur ng 
the first year 
of 
the study (1997), intensive investigations were carried out us­
ing 
pitfall 
traps in a small area of Midland, MI. The study was resumed in 
2001 with opportunistic collection and hand-sorting oflitter samples for terres­
trial 
isopods 
throughout 30 Michigan counties. As a result of this data collec­
tion, the species Haplophthalmus danicus, previously unrecorded in the state, 
has been 
located 
in seven counties, and 83 new county records have been estab­
lished for eight other terrestrial isopod species in M chigan. In particular, this 
study adds extensively to distributional 
knowledge for four species so far: Hyloniscus riparius, Trichoniscus pusill s, Oniscus asellus, andArmadillidium 
vulgare. Another species, Armadillidium nasatum, previously reported only 
inside greenhouses in three somewhat southern locations in the state, was found 
as 
clearly well-established outdoor populations 
in two additional counties fur­
ther north. Habitat/microhabitat 
information is 
presented for all species. 
The 
isopod 
fauna of Michigan is poorly studied. Much information is lack­
ing on species occurrence and distributions, associations with h bitats and micro­
habitats, and 
biology 
and ec of the organisms. As of1991, only 12 papers 
listing any new records for isopo istributions in Michigan had been published, 
and just 
two 
of those had appeared in the preceding 40 years (Snider 1991). The 
most up-to-date compilation of records from both published literature and mu­
seum 
holdings (Snider 1991) indicated 
that 11 terrestrial species were known 
from the state as of1991 , many  these from only a few localities (Table 1). 
Of the 
83 counties 
in Michigan, n ne counties had no known terrestrial 
isopod records as of 1991) 36 counties had records of only a single species, and 
25 counties had only two or three species reported (Snider 1991). The remain­
ing 
13 counties 
in the state-ll with four or five isopod species recorded, one 
with seven 
species records, 
and one with 10 known species-suggest that the 
other 
70 counties 
are likely not as barren in terms ofterrestrial isopod fauna as 
current 
records would indicate. More 
in-depth and current survey work has 
been 
sorely needed on 
this group of organisms. 
It is 
likely 
that some or all of the numerous terrestrial isopod species 
occurring in surrounding areas ofthe Great Lakes region may be found in simi­
lar distribution patterns in 
Michigan 
as welL For instance, workers in Wiscon­
sin 
have recorded 
Cylisticus convexus (DeGeer), Porcellio spinicornis Say, and 
Trachelipus rathkei (Brandt) from every county in their state (,Jass and 
Klausmeier 
1996). 
It is reasonable to expect that these same species may be 
widespread in 
Michigan also. 
In fact, two of hese species had been recorded 
from numerous localities in the state as of 1991, although they had not yet 
been 
found state-wide; 
the third species, P. spinicornis, has been much less 
known in 
Michigan. 
Further investigation is needed to determ ne which if any 
species are present state-wide here. 
While surrounding areas have many of the same terrestrial isopod species 
as 
Michigan, 11 additional species not previously reported from Michigan have 
1 Dow Gardens, Midland, MI 48640 (correspondence address) and Gniversity of 
Michigan, School of Natural Resources and Environment, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1115. 
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Table 1. Terrestrial isopod species known from Michigan, and the number of counties in 
which each 
species 
had been recorded as of 1991 (data from Snider 1991 with an emen­
dation 
from 
Hatchett 1947), as well as after the present survey. There are a total of 83 
counties in the state 
of 
Michigan. 
Species Counties where Counties where 
known in 1991 known in 2001 
Ligidium elrodii Packard 1 1 
Haplophthalmus danicus Budde-Lund 
0 7 Hyloniscus riparius 
(C. L. Koch) 1 
15 
Trichoniscus pusillus Brandt 
2 21 Oniscus asellus Linnaeus 
3 
14 
Armadillidium nasatum Budde-Lund 
3 5 Armadillidium vulgare (Latreille) 14 36 
Cylisticus convexus (DeGeer) 
30 35 Porcellio scaber Latreille 21 25 
Porcellio spinicornis Say 9 15 
Porcellionides pruinosus (Brandt) 
5 5 Trachelipus rathkei (Brandt) 
73 73 
been found in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, r southern Ontario (Table 2) (see 
also Jass and Klausmeier 2001,1990). Many of these additional species poten­
tially reside in 
Michigan, 
but may simply be unknown from the state due to lack 
of
collecting efforts. Isopods often are present at high densities in suitable ecosystems 
(Stoyenoff, 
unpubl. data; Oliver and Meechan 1993, Sutton 1972). These or­
ganisms are 
involved 
in decomposition and nutrient cycling processes (Zimmer 
and 
Topp 1999, 1998; 
Van Wensem et al.1993, Coilteaux et al.1991, Hassall et 
al. 1987, Hassall and Sutton 1978, Hassall1977) and also serve as a food source 
for other organisms (Sutton 1972). Knowing which terrestrial isopod species 
are present and what their patterns of distribution are across the state 
will 
form a 
basis of knowledge for additional study on the biologyand ecology of 
these organisms. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Isopod collections 
began in 1997 with an intensive investigation carried 
out using pitfall traps on lands owned by the 
Dow 
Gardens in Midland, Michi­
gan, USA (latitude 
43 
0 62' N, longitude 84 0 25' W). The Dow Gardens is com­
posed of 
a complex 
of landscape beds and turf areas under varying levels of 
management, patchworked with largely unmanaged 
woodlots 
and floodplain 
ecosystems. During 
a 
two-week period which began on 14 July 1997, 242 
unbaited pitfall traps were operated in 
a 
variety of ecosystem types located 
throughout these lands. 
Each pitfall trap consisted of 
two 
clear plastic cups nested together. The 
inner 
414 
ml cup was 9.5 cm tall and 9 cm in diameter. The outer 473 ml cup 
was 
11 cm 
tall and 9.5 cm in dia eter. This diameter was just enough larger 
than that of the inner cup 
to 
ensure that when the cups were nested together, 
2
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Table 2. Terrestrial isopod species not reported in Michigan as of1991 but reported from 
surrounding areas 
(Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, or outhern Ontario). 
Species Location reported and reference 
Ligidium hypnorum (euvier) 
Ligidium longicaudatum Stoller 
Androniscus dentiger Verhoeff 
Haplophthalmus danicus Budde 
-Lund 
Miktoniscus barri Vandel 
Miktoniscus medcofi (Van Name) 
Trichoniscus pygmaeus Sal's 
Philoscia muscorum (Scopoli) 
Trichorhina tomentosa Budde­

Lund 

Venezillo parvus (Budde-Lund) 

Porcellio laevis Latreille 

Ontario (Belaoussoff et al. 1998) 
Ontario 
(Belaoussoff 
et al. 1998) 
Ontario 
(Van 
Name 1940, Belaoussoff et 

al. 1998) 

Indiana 
(Richardson 1905, Eberly 1953); 

Ohio (Keeney 1990); 

Ontario 
(Walker 1927, 
Judd 1965, 

Belaoussoff et al. 1998) 

Indiana 
(Vande11965, 
Schultz 1976) 

Illinois (Van Name 1940); 

Indiana 
(Schultz 1976); 

Ohio (Muchmore 1964, Schultz 1976); 

Wisconsin (JaBs 
and Klausmeier 1996) 

Illinois (Van Name 1940); 

Ohio (Hobbs and Flynn 1981); 

Ontario 
(Belaoussoff 
et aI. 1998) 

Ontario 
(Belaoussoff 
et aI. 1998) 
Ohio (Keeney 1990) 
Ohio (Keeney 1990) 
Ohio (Richardson 1905, Van Name 1936); 
Ontario 
(Thompson 1932, 
Hatch 1947, 
BelaouBsoff et al. 1998) 
the rims fit snuggly and level with one another. These nested cups were in­
stalled so that their rims were 
level 
with the ground surface. The inner cup 
contained an ethyl alcohol solution as a killing gent and was the cup used for 
sample 
collection. 
The outer cup served as a sleeve lining the hole which al­
lowed the inner cup to be easily removed and replaced during collection of con­
tents without further disturbance 
of
the soil surrounding the hole. Each pitfall 
trap was 
shielded 
by a 15 by 15 cm plywood rain cover supp rted by three 15 
cm long legs that staked into the ground. 
In 
2001, 
the study was resumed with opportunistic collection and hand-sort­
ing oflitter samples for terrestrial isopods throughout 30 Michigan counties. Me­
ander 
surveys 
in each county were structu d to include a variety of areas with 
likely habitat, such a  riverine ecosystems, meadows, agricultural areas, nd ar­
eas of different forest cover types. During all meander surveys, litter was hand 
sorted for isopods in the field, and refuges such a  rocks, tree root flares, stumps, 
and 
downed woody debris were examined (Sutton 1972). This type of targeted 
search covering specific microhabitats was a more efficient 
means of encountering 
isopods than is a sampling scheme such as collecting a  fixed intervals along a 
3
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transect. In addition, litter and soil samples were often collected for later hand 
sorting in the laboratory. Specimens collected in the field, along with the samples 
of 
soil 
and litter, were held alive in plastic bags on ice. They were transported 
back 
to 
the laboratery in Midland, MI, where isopods were removed by hand 
and 
field identifications confirmed. 
Specimens 
were determined using keys in Muchmore (1990). I also con­
sulted 
keys 
in Belaoussoff et al. (1998) and Hatchett (1947), as well as species 
descriptions in J ass and Klausmeier (1996). Classification follows Oliver and 
Meechan 
(1993), who combined 
the classification ystem of Bowman and Abele 
(1982) with emendations from Holdich et al. (1984). Materials from this study 
were preserved in 70% thyl alcohol in glass vials with double-seal lids. Voucher 
specimens are deposited at Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 
RESULTS 
Distribution 
maps incorporating known county records prior to 1991 along 
with the new county records determined in this study are shown in Figs. 1-7. 
Included for purposes of comparison and completeness are distribution maps 
for three species known from the state of Michigan, but for which no new records 
have been 
found to 
date in this survey. 
Order 
Isopoda Suborder 
Oniscidea 
Section Synocheta 
Superfamily Trichoniscoidea Family 
Trichoniscidae Haplophthalmus danicus Budde-Lund. NEW MICHIGAN RECORD. 
Species identification was verified by Richard J. Snider, Dept. of Zoology, Michi­
gan State University, East Lansing, MI. (Fig. 1a). MICHIGAN collection records: 
Bay Co., Maple Leaf Golf Course, T16NIR4E/S33, 09 11/01, edge of drainage 
ditch. Crawford Co., T28NIR4W/S35, 08/08101, mixed woody and grassy litter 
in 
very 
wet soil on the banks of the Au Sable River; very high numbers of this 
species were pre ent in this area. Huron Co., TI5NIR9E/S8, 08/18/01, in and 
under wood and leaflitter on soil that varied from sandy to heavy clay along the 
Sebewaing River. Manistee Co., T21N1R14W/S8, 08111/01, very wet soil near 
Pine Creek. Midland Co., Dow Gardens, Midland, 07/24197 - 07/30/97, taken in 
pitfall traps in several ecosystem types: seasonally flooded lowland deciduous 
woodlot areas in the Snake Creek floodplain; beds of strich ferns; beds of spread­
ing junipers; and shady beds with complex vegetation s ructure dominated by 
deciduous overstory trees and including shrub and weedy ground cover layers. 
Saginaw Co., Oakwood Cemetery, T12N1R4E/S30, 09/24/01, in a large pile of 
coarse woody debris mixed with maple leaves and other deciduous leaflitter in a 
woodlot area. Wexf rd Co., T23N/RI2W/S11, 08/12/01, grass and sedge litter 
in 
very wet, organic soil 
near banks of Manistee River. 
Hyloniscus riparius (C. L. Koch). (Fig. Ib). MICHIGAN collection 
records: Genesee Co., Captain's Club Golf Course, T6NIR7E/S36, 09/27/01, in 
very moist leaf li ter by the side of a small stream. Huron Co., T15NIR9E/S8, 
08/18/01, in and under wood and leaf litter in soils that varied from sandy to 
heav"Y 
clay along 
the Sebewaing River. Isabella Co., Veit's Woods, Mount Pleas­
ant, 
07/24/01, 
in wet, heavy clay soil in a lar depressional rea. Jackson Co., 
T2SIR2E/S11 , 11104101, woody Iitter and Ie tter by the side of a drainage ditch. 
Kent Co., Rockford, 10/19/01, small patch of trees including walnut and small 
box elders in an urban area n xt to a factery parking lot, with a small drainage 
ditch down a steep slope of 4-5 m; isopods were inside walnut shells, woody de­
bris, leaflitter, under cinder blocks, and in miscellaneous trash item left at the 
site. Leelanau Co., T28NIRII W IS28, 08/11/01, in damp leaf litter along an 
4
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c:a Records as of 1991 
• New records from 
present study 
Figure 1. Michigan distribution of isopod species in the family Trichoniscidae: a) 
lIaplophthalmus danicus Budde-Lund, b) lIyloniscus riparius (C. L. Koch), and c) 
Trichoniscus pusillus Brandt. 
unnamed creek in a small woodlot. Midland Co., Dow Gardens, Midland, 07/211 
97 - 07/30/97, taken in pitfall traps in several ecosystem types: seasonally flooded 
lowland deciduous woodlot areas in the Snake Creek floodplain; upland decidu­
ous woodlot areas; areas of non-irrigated, low maintenance turf; beds of ostrich 
beds of spreading junipers; bed of annual flowers; beds of dense, creeping 
or ground cover of various species commonly used in landscaping; large 
beds of needle mulch under groups ofmany pine trees; smaller oblongs of needle 
mulch surrounded by turf under pairs of trees; small circles of needle mulch 
surrounded by turf under individual pine trees; shady beds with complex 
tion structure dominated by deciduous overstory trees and including 
5
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weedy ground cover layers; and shady beds with complex vegetation stru ture 
dominated 
by coniferous overstory 
trees and including ericaceous and other 
shrubs with 
a weedy 
ground cover layer. They were particularly abundant in 
lowland woodlot areas, beds ofjunipers, and large beds of needle mulch under 
groups of pine trees. Oceana Co., TI6NIR17W/SI0, OS/12/01, damp organic 
material 
on flats along 
the north branch of the Pentwater River. Saginaw 
Co., T11NIR6E/S27, 09110/01, under stones and logs and in leaf litter on the 
banks of the Cass 
River. Also, Kluck 
Nursery, T11NIR3E/S2, 09/10/01, under 
leaflitter 
along a 
drainage ditch by an open, grassy field. Also, Oakwood Cem­
etery, TI2NIR4E/S30, 09/24101, in and under a small pile of trash located un· 
der juniper shrubs in 
a 
landscape bed in the cemetery. Sanilac Co., T13NI 
RI2E/SlS, 
OS/IS/01, 
inside bark on a damp log. Tuscola Co., near Vanderbilt 
Park, T14NIR7E/S2S, OS/OS/01, edge of drainage ditch along an agricultural 
field. Also, TllNIR7E/S2S, 09125101, in a pile of large woody debris on the 
banks of the Cass 
River. 
Washtenaw Co., Ann Arbor, OS/05/o1, under and in 
logs and other smaller woody debris in leafhumus in a shaded garden. Wayne 
Co., near 
Belleville, T3SIRSE/S21, 
11122/01, in woody debris and leaflitter in a 
wooded area with mixed deciduous and coniferous trees (overstory composed 
largely of Scotch pines and r d pines). Wexford Co., T23NIR12W/Sll, OS/121 
01, grass and sedge litter in very wet, organic soil near bank  ofManistee River. 
Trichoniscus pusillus Brandt. 
(Fig.lc). 
MICHIGAN collection records: 
Antrim 
Co., 
Jordan River Campground area, T30NIR6WlSI 0, 7/14/01, in white 
pine and hemlock litter on a muddy creek bank, also muck soil in the Jordan 
River floodplain. Also, Cascade Road, T30NIR6W/S21 , 07/14/01, in rotten logs 
and damp 
soil; along creek 
bank; in mucky soil in flo dplain. Bay Co., Maple 
Leaf 
Golf Course, 
T16N1R4E/S33, 09/11/01, edge of drainage ditch. Benzie 
Co., T27N1R14W/S29, 08/11/01, near Platte River. Charlevoix Co., T33NI 
R4W/S34, 07115/01, in damp leaflitter near the bottom of a ravine in an oak 
site 
with a 
red maple component. Cheboygan Co., University of Michigan 
Biological Station, Grapevine Point Nature Trail, T37NIR3W IS28, 07/12/01, in 
and under rotting wood. Crawford Co., T2SNIR4 W IS35, 08/0 /01, in very wet 
soil under grass and wood litter near the Au Sable River. Emmet Co., T37N! 
R4W/S29, 07129/01, in rotten wood and wet leaf litter in the floodplain of the 
west branch of the 
Maple River. 
Kalkaska Co., near Wood Road, T2SNIR7WI 
S2, 08/08/01, in very wet northern white cedar litter in the flats along the Rapid 
River. Lake Co., T19NIR13W IS11, OS/12/01, in litter on the banks ofthe Little 
Manistee 
River. 
Leelanau Co., T2SNIR11 W IS28, OS/11/01, in damp leaflitter 
along an unnamed creek in a small woodlot. Manistee Co., T21N1R14W/S8, 
OS/ll101, very wet soil near Pine Creek. Mason Co., Ludington State Park, 
TI9NIRISW/SI7, OS/12/01, in litter in a swampy area by Lost Lake. Midland 
Co., Dow Gardens, Midland, 07/21197 - 07/30/97, taken in pitfall traps in sev­
eral 
ecosystem types: seasonally flooded lowland deciduous woodlot 
areas in 
the Snake 
Creek floodplain; 
upland deciduous woodlot areas; areas ofnon-irri­
gated, low maintenance turf; beds of ostrich ferns; beds of spreading junipers; 
beds of dense, creeping or trailing ground cover of various species commonly 
used in 
landscaping; 
large beds of needle mulch under groups of many pine 
trees; smaller oblongs of needle mulch surrounded by turfunder pairs of trees; 
and shady beds with 
complex 
vegetation structure dominated by coniferous 
overstory trees and including ericaceous and other shrub with a weedy ground 
cover layer. Montmorency Co., T29N1R2E/S9, 07/25/01, muck soil along Avery 
Creek. Oceana Co., Tl6NIRI 7WlSI 0, OS/12/01, damp organic material on flats 
along the north branch of the Pentwater River. Osceola Co., TlSN/H7W/Sl, 
OS/06/01, muddy banks of sloughs by Muskegon River. Presque Isle Co., T35NI 
R3E/S22, 07/2S/01, northern white cedar needle litter and wood pieces near banks 
ofOcqueoc River. Saginaw Co., Oakwood Cemetery, Tl2NIR4E/S30, 09/24101, 
in a large pile of coarse woody debris mixed with maple leaves and other decidu­
ous leaflitter in a woodlot area. Wexf rd Co., T23NIR12W /S11, 08/12/01, grass 
and 
sedge 
litter in very wet, organic soil near banks of Manistee River. 
6
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Section Crinocheta 
Superfamily 
Oniscoidea Family 
Oniscidae Oniscus asellus Linnaeus. 
(Fig. 2). 
MICHIGAN collection records: 
Alpena Co., Ella 
S. 
White Elementary School Nature Area, Alpena, 07/27/01, 
under wood and rocks; also in eaf litter under shrubs. Benzie Co., T26NI 
R14W/SS, OS/11/01, in grassy litter on the banks of the Platte River. Huron 
Co., T15NIR9E/SS, OS/1S/Ol, in and under wood and leaf litter in soils that 
varied 
from 
sandy to heavy clay along the Sebewaing River. Jackson Co.,
T2SIR2E/SI0, 11/04/01, oak leaf litter and oak wood by seasonal pond. Kent 
Co., 
Rockford, 
10/19/01, small patch of trees including walnut and small box 
elders in an urban area next to 
a factory 
parking lot, with a small drainage 
ditch 
down a 
steep slope of 4-5 m; isopods were inside walnut shells, woody 
debris, leaflitter, under cinder blocks, and in miscellaneous trash items left at 
the 
site; 
one large, mature, intermolt, individual caught had a very unusual 
color pattern for tbis species, f aturing a checkering ofdark patches on a snowy 
white background. Leelanau Co., 
T2SNIR11
W/S28, 08111/01, in damp leaf 
litter along an unnamed creek in 
a 
small woodlot. Midland Co., Dow Gar­
dens, Midland, 07/25/97, taken in pitfall traps in seasonally flooded lowland 
deciduous woodlot areas in the Snake Creek floodplain. Presque Isle Co., 
T35N1R2E/S2, 07/28/01, grassy litter on banks of Rainy River. Saginaw Co., 
Oakwood Cemetery, TI2N/R4E/S30, 09/24/01, in a large pile of coarse woody 
debris mixed with maple leaves and other 
deciduous 
leaf litter in a woodlot 
area; ther  was 
a 
very high density of this species here, especially on and in the 
woody debris. Also, Oakwood Cemetery, TI2NIR4E/S30, 09/24/01, in and un­
der 
a 
small pile of trash located under juniper shrubs in a landscape bed in the 
cemetery. Tus ola Co., T11NIR7E/S2S, 0912510 , in a pile oflarge woody de­
bris 
on 
the banks of the Cass River. Wayne Co., near Belleville, T3SIRSE/S21, 
OS/05/01, in a wood pile; in a compost heap; inside walnut shells; very large 
populations were present in all 
of
these microsites, with this species being much 
more abundant than the 
co-occurring 
Porcellio scaber Latreille. 
Superfamily Porcellionoidea 
Family Armadillidiidae 
Armadillidium nasatum Budde-Lund. 
(Fig. 3a). 
MICHIGAN col­
lection records: Genesee Co., Captain's Club Golf Course, T6N1R7E/S36, 091 
27101, under rocks piled near the maintenance building in a very dry area at 
the 
edge 
of non-irrigated turf. Midland Co., Dow Gardens, Midland, 07/22/97 
- 07/29/97, taken in pitfall traps in several ecosystem types: areas of irrigated, 
high maintenance turf; beds of ostrich 
ferns; 
beds of spreading junipers; beds 
of annual 
flowers; 
a d shady beds with complex vegetation structure domi­
nated by 
deciduous overstory 
trees and including shrub and weedy ground cover 
layers. There was an extremely dense population of this 
species in one bed of spreading junipers at the side 
of a pond. Also collected 
in a greenhouse, 
where it was present in large numbers. 
Armadillidium vulgare (Latreille). 
(Fig. 3b). 
MICHIGAN collection 
records: Alpena Co., Ella S. White Elementary School Nature Area, Alpena, 
07/27/01, under wood and rocks; also in leaflitter under shrubs. Also, T31NI 
R5E/S23, 07127/01, in litter in cattail swamps along the lower south branch of 
Thunder Bay 
River. Also, 
T30NIR5E/SI7, 07/27/01, in dead wood on the shore 
of Fletcher 
Pond. 
Antrim Co., T31NIR5W/SS, OS/09/01, in grassy litter in a 
damp ditch bordering farm 
fields. 
Benzie Co., T26N/RI4W/SS, OS/11/01, in 
grassy litter on the banks of the Platte River. Charlevoix Co., T32NIR5WI 
S16, OS/09/01, on the grassy banks of a river near Boyne Mountain. Crawford 
Co., 
T2SN/R4W/S35, 
08/08/01, in very wet soil under grass and wood litter 
near the Au Sable 
River. 
Grand Traverse Co., T26NIR11W/S5, OS/I0/01, in 
7
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o Records as of 1991 
• New records from 
present study 
Figure 2. Michigan distribution of isopod species in the family Oniscidae: Oniscus 
asellus Linnaeus. 
small rocks mulching a dry landscape bed ofjunipers surrounded by concrete at a 
gas station. Also, T27NIR10W/S30, OS/11/01, along banks of Mitchell Creek, in 
area of
cattails. 
Hillsdale Co., T7S1R2W/S15, 11/04101, in stones ofan old build­
ing 
foundation; 
dry area. Huron Co., Sebewaing, T15NIR9E/SS, OS/lS/Ol, in 
very dry area oflandscaping rocks around grave stones in city cemetery. Isabella 
Co., Central Michigan University Dow Science Building, Ottawa Road, Mount 
Pleasant, 07/24/01, under and around rocks in a dry landscape bed. Also, Cen­
tral 
Michigan University Botany Greenhouse, 
Mount Pleasant, 07/24101, in leaf 
litter in dry landscape beds outside the greenhouse building. Also, Preston and 
Washington Streets, Mount Pleasant, 07/24101, in damp leaf litter and rotten 
logs in a small woodlot. Jackson Co., T2SIR2E/S11, 11/04/01, woody litter and 
leafliUer 
by 
the side of a drainage ditch. Kalkaska Co., near Wood Road, T2SNI 
R7W/S21, OS/OS/01, in very wet northern white cedar l ter in the flats along the 
Rapid River. Kent Co., Rockford, 10/19/01, small patch of trees including wal­
nut and 
small box elders 
in an urban area next tD a factory parking lot, with a 
small drainage ditch down a steep slope of 4-5 m; isopods were inside walnut 
shells, woody debris, leaf litter, under cinder blocks, and in miscellaneous trash 
items 
left 
at the site. Lak  Co., T19NIR13W/S11, OS/12101, in litter on the banks 
ofthe 
Little Manistee River. 
Leelanau Co., Lincoln Road near Co. 633 or Cherry
Bend 
Road, 
T28NIRllW/S29, OS/ll/01, under stones in a very dry landscape bed 
with
junipers. Also, T2SNIR11 W 
IS2S, OS/11101 , in damp litter along an unnamed 
creek in a woodlot. Manistee Co., T22NIR14W/S33, 08111101, under logs in 
floodplain of Manistee River. Mason Co., Ludington, OS/12/01, under shrubs in 
a dry landscape bed surrounded by cement at a gas station. Midland Co., Dow 
Gardens, Midland, 07/21/97 - 07/30/97, taken in pitfall traps in several ecosys­
tem 
seasonally flooded lowland deciduous woodlot 
areas in the Snake 
8
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a. 	 b. 
D 	Records as of 1991 
• 	 New records from 
present study 
Figure 3. Michigan distribution of isopod species in the family Armadillidiidae: a) 
Armadillidium nasatum 
Budde-Lund and 
b) Armadillidium vulgare (Latreille). 
Creek 
floodplain; 
upland deciduous woodlot areas; areas of irrigated, high main­
tenance turf; areas ofnon-irrigated, 
low 
maintenance turf; beds of ostrich ferns; 
beds of spreading junipers; beds of annual 
flowers; 
beds of dense, creeping or 
trailing ground 
cover 
of various species commonly used i  landscaping; large 
beds ofneedle mulch under groups ofmany pine trees; smaller 
oblongs 
ofneedle 
mulch surrounded by turf under pairs of trees; small 
circles 
of needle mulch 
surrounded by turf under individual pine trees; shady beds with 
complex veg­etation structure dominated by deciduous overstory trees and including shrub 
and weedy ground 
cover 
layers; and shady beds with complex vegetation struc­
ture dominated by 
coniferous 
overstory trees and including ericaceous and other 
shrubs with 
a 
weedy ground cover layer. This species was e ally common 
under junipers and in various-sized beds of pine needle mulch, being 
encoun­tered most times these types of habitats were examined. Very high density 
populations, on the other hand, were located in 
a 
particular bed oflandscaping 
groundcover and in 
a 
bed of ferns. Also collected inside a greenhouse. Otsego 
Co., Department of Natural Resources, Region 5 Headquarters, Gaylord, 08/ 
08/01, under shrubs in dry landscape beds. Presque Isle Co., T35NIR2E/S2, 
07/28/01, grassy litter on banks of Rainy River. Saginaw Co., Saginaw Coun­
try 
Club, T12NIR4E/S28, 08/27/01, 
in a flight trap (approx. 1 m tall) set for 
Japanese beetle adults baited with 
floral 
attractants and a pheromone lure. 
Also, TllNIR6E/S27, 09/10/01, under stones and logs and in leaflitter on the 
banks of the Cass 
River. 
Tuscola Co., near Vanderbilt Park, T14NIR7E/S28, 
08/08/01, edge of drainage ditch along an agricultural field. Also, TllNIR7E/ 
S28, 09/25/01, in a pile oflarge woody debris on the banks of the Cass River. 
Wexford Co., T23NIR12W/Sll, 08/12/01, grass and sedge litter in very wet, 
organic 
soil 
near banks of Manistee River. 
9
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Family Cylisticidae 
Cylisticus convexus (DeGeer). 
(Fig. 4). 
MICHIGAN collection records: 
Crawford
Co., T28NIR4W 
IS35, 08/08/01, in very wet soil under grass and wood 
litter near the Au 
Sable River. 
Hillsdale Co., T7SfR2W/S15, 11/04/01, in stones 
of an 
old 
buil' foundation; dry area. Isabella Co., Preston and Washington 
Streets, 
Mou 
easant, 07/24/01, in damp leaflitter and rotten logs in a sman 
woodlot; very large numbers of this species were present at high density in the 
rotting 
logs. 
Kent Co., Rockford, 10/19/01, small patch of trees including wal­
nut and small 
box 
elders in an urban area next to a factory parking lot, with a 
small drainage ditch 
down a slope 
of 4-5 m; isopods were inside walnut 
shells, woody debris, leaflitter, cinder blocks, and in miscellaneous trash 
items left at the 
site. 
Midland Co., Dow Gardens, l\1idland, 07/21197 -07/301 
97, taken in pitfall traps in several ecosystem types: seasonally flooded low­
land 
deciduous woodlot 
areas in the Snake Creek floodplain; upland deciduous 
woodlot areas; beds of ostrich ferns; beds of spreading junipers; beds of annual 
flowers; beds of dense, creeping or trailing ground cover of various speci s com­
monly used in landscaping; rge beds of needle mulch under groups of many 
pine 
trees; 
small circles of needle mulch surrounded by turf under individual 
pine 
trees; 
and shady beds with complex vegetation structure dominated by 
deciduous overs tory trees and including shrub and weedy ground cover layers. 
They were particularly abundant in juniper 
beds. 
Records as of 1991 
• 	 New records from 
present study 
Figure 4. Michigan distribution of isopod species in the family Cylisticidae: Cylist cus 
convexus (DeGeer). 
10
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Family Porcellionidae 
Porcellio scaber Latreille. 
(Fig. 5a). 
MICHIGAN collection records: 
Kent 
Co., Rockford, 10/19/01, 
small patch oftrees including walnut and small 
box elders in an urban area n xt to a factory parking lot, with a small drainage 
ditch down a steep slope of 4-5 m; isopods were inside walnut shells, woody 
debris, leaflitter, under cinder blocks, and in miscellaneous trash it ms left at 
the 
site. 
Mason Co., Ludington, 08/12/01, under shrubs in a dry landscape bed 
surrounded by cement at 
a 
gas station. Midland Co., Dow Gardens, Midland, 
07/21/97 07/28/97, taken in pitfall traps in large beds of needle mulch under 
groups of pine tre s and in small circles of needle mulch surrounded by turf 
under 
individual 
pine trees. Wayne Co., near Belleville, T3SIR8E/S21, 08/05/ 
01, in a wood pile; n a compost heap; inside walnut shells. 
Porcellio spinicornis Say. (Fig.5b). MICIDGAN 
collection records: Alpena Co., Ella S. 
White Elementary School Nature Area, Alpena, 07/27/01, 
under 
wood 
and rocks; also in leaflitter under shrubs. Huron Co., Sebewaing, 
TI5NfR9E/S8, 
08/18/01, 
in dry landscaping rocks around grave stones in city 
cemetery; very dry area; th re was a very large population present at tbis site. 
Isabella Co., Central 
Michigan 
University Botany Greenhouse, Mount Pleas­
ant, 07/24101, in leaflitter in dry landscape beds outside the greenhouse build­
ing. Also, Preston and Washington Streets, Mount Pleasant, 07/24/01, in damp 
leaflitter and rotten 
logs 
in a sm ll woodlot. Midland Co., Eastman Avenue, 
Midland, 07/20/01, in deep, damp leaflitter; in rotting hole filled with organic 
material in 
a 
tree trunk; and on brick walls i a very shady urban garden. 
Tuscola 
Co., 
T11N/R7E/S28, 09/25/01, in a pile of large woody debris on the 
banks 
of 
the Cass River. Wayne Co., near Belleville, T3SIR8E/S21, 11/22/01, 
in leaflitter under 
bricks. No new county records have been found 
to 
date in this survey for 
Porcellionides pruinosus (Brandt) (also in family Porcellionidae) (Fig. 5c), 
Trachelipus rathkei (Brandt) (section Crinocheta, superfamily Porcellionoidea, 
family Trachelipidae) (Fig. 6), or Lig dium elrodii Packard (section Diplocheta, 
family Ligiidae) (Fig. 7). 
DISCUSSION 
Distribution and dispersal of isopods. The terrestrial 
isopod 
fauna 
is quite rich throughout much of the world. In their 1993 publication, Oliver 
and 
Meechan 
reported that there were approximately 900 species ofterrestrial 
isopods known worldwide. More recently, number of terrestrial isopod species 
known worldwide has been placed at 4,000-5,000 (Kensley et aL 2002, Brusca 
1997). It is thought that a large number of isopod species in the world are yet 
to be described. Greece alon , for example, hosts close to 200 knovm terrestrial 
species and is expected to yield numerous additional new species upon further 
exploration (Sfenthourakis and Giokas 1998). 
By comparison, the North American fauna is rather depauperate in terms 
of 
known species. 
In Michigan, only 11 terrestrial isopod species w re known 
as 
of 1990 
(Snider 1991). Eleven additional species not previously reported 
from Michigan have bee identified in the surround g areas of Ohio, Indiana, 
Illinois, Wisconsin, or southern Ontario (Jass and Klausmeier 2001,1996,1990; 
Belaoussoff et al. 1998, Keeney 1990, Hobbs and Flynn 1981, Schultz 1976, 
Judd 
1965, Vande11965, Muchmore 1964, 
Eberly 1953, Hatch 1947, Van Name 
1940, 1936; Thompson 1932, Walker 1927, Richardson 1905). One of these 
species that was previously unknown in Michigan, Haplophthalmus danicus, 
was discovered in this survey to exist here as well, bringing the current state 
tally to 12 terrestrial isopod species. 
Except for Ligidium elrodii, all of the terrestrial isopod species identified 
in 
Michigan to 
date are exotic organisms of European origin which have become 
11
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b. 
Records as of 1991 
• 	 New records from 
present study 
5. Michigan distribution of isopod in the family Porcellionidae: a) 
Porcellio scaber Latreille, b) Porcellio ~nI.nu'nrm.f< Say, and c) Porcellionides 
pruinosus (Brandt). 
naturalized in North America (Jass and Klausmeier 2001, 2000; Muchmore 
1990). Many of these species are reported to be rather synanthropic in their 
native 
locations (Oliver 
and Meechan 1993, Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 
1972), and it is hypothesized that t y were introduced to various places in
North 
America 
and around the world with plants and other material moved by 
humans or in ballast 
soil 
that was off-loaded from ships (Sutton 1972). In 
North 
America, 
these isopods are still frequently found in s nanthropic situa­
but they have in many 
cases also 
spread very successfully into areas 
quite 
some 
di tance from their probable places of introduction. Others have 
suggested that such pread may have been possible due to the availability of 
previously unfilled niches or to efficient resource use that aided the isopods in 
outcompeting native organisms with possibly similar ecology, such as some of 
the 
millipedes 
(Sutton 1972, Van Name 1936). 
In the present 
study, isopods were 
frequently encountered in synanthropic 
locations such as near buildings and parking lots, in landscape beds and urban 
12
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Records as of 1991 
• 	 New records from 
present study 
Figure 6. Michigan distribution of isopod species in the family Trachelipidae: 
Trachelipus rathkei (Brandt). 
gardens, and in cemeteries, golf courses, nurseries, and parks. However, many 
other 
specimens 
were taken in areas with less obvious human influence-ar­
eas 
along 
waterways or in rural forests that had not been modified by human 
earth-moving, planting of landscape materials, or dumping. In more remote 
areas, as 
well 
as near settlement, isopods seemed to be f und especially com­
monly on the banks or in the floodplains of w terways. 
Bodies of water, whether flowing or still, are likely mportant as refuges 
for maintenance of populations during dry periods. Many small isopod species, 
in particular, 
desiccate very 
rapidly and perhaps can only persist in areas that 
regularly have rather high moisture 
content, 
such as in litter on beaches or 
banks (Jass and Klausmeier 
1996, Oliver 
and Meechan 1993, Sutton 1972, 
Tack and Edgar 
1966). 
In some locations, conditions are appropriate for popu­
lations ofthese 
isopods to 
spread out away from the waterside and live in forest 
litter or similar situations in surrounding areas. 
However, 
it is possible that 
the 
populations 
in woodland litter r other places may be strongly affected or 
even potentially die out if serious drought conditions occur for extended peri­
ods, a  can happen during Michigan summers. Areas near bodies ofwater may 
then 
potentially 
serve as a source of re-colonizers when moister conditions re­
turn. For other 
species 
that can more easily move further afield, perpetually 
damp areas at watersides 
could serve 
as important places for nearby individu­
als to move toward during periods of extended drought. 
13
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Records as of 1991 
• 	 New records from 
present study 
Figure 7. Michigan distribution of isopod species n the Ligiidae: Ligidium 
elrodii Packard. 
Collectingmethods used. This study made use ofboth pitfall trapping 
and hand sorting of litter 
to collect isopods 
in Michigan ecosystems. Pitfall 
trapping was used in the 
finer-scale, 
more intensive investigation that took 
place in Midland County, MI, while hand sorting was the method employed in 
the 
broader-scale investigation 
made throughout numerous Michigan counties. 
Pitfall traps have the advantage of operating constantly, often collecting large 
numbers of 
specimens 
with relatively little effort and allowing collection f 
species that ar  active at night but that may not be as hand-collected 
during the 
day. 
Hand sorting has some benefits over pitfall trapping, however, 
because 
pitfall 
traps measure the activity-density of organisms rath r than 
simply species presence. That is, species that are very mobile are taken more 
readily in traps. 
Species 
that are less mobile or that carry out their activity 
and 
movement 
in cryptic areas such as inside of large, downed woody items or 
under the 
soil surface 
instead of moving across the f rest floor will be taken only 
infrequently or not at all in the traps. Differences in agility among the species 
can also affect the usefulness of pitfall traps in their capture. For mobile isopod 
species, traps may collect large numbers of individuals, impacting the popula­
tion in the area around the trap to a greater extent than is necessary for the goals 
ofthe 
study. Very small or highly agile species 
may be more able to avoid falling 
into traps when they are encountered because the trap lip represents a wide area 
for these small organisms, and they may have great ability toturn quickly from 
their path. 
An additional 
advantage of hand-sorting over pitfall trap ng is that 
when 
isopods 
are collected live by hand, one can easily examine the pseudotracheae 
on the organisms, the presence and numb r of which are important characters 
for delineating certain groups. Presence or absence of white patches on he 
14
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exopodites of pIeo pods, indicating pseudotracheae, can not be readily determined 
after an 
isopod 
has been killed or preserved, however. Although each of these 
collecting methods has advantages and disadvantages, employing the different 
techniques in combination in th s study allowed me to fit my m thods to the 
goals set in the different stu y areas. 
Species accounts. 
Since 
tenestrial isopods are very common organisms 
in many 
ecosystems, 
it is surprising that relatively little detailed information is 
available on habitaVmicrohabitat associations and ecology of the various spe­
cies. A great deal of the information that is known comes from Europe, where 
these 
organisms have been more extensively studied. 
The findings of th s Michi­
gan 
survey 
support much of the information reported in other literature but also 
reveal some differences as compared to previously published findings. 
Haplophthalmus danicus. H. danicus, previously unknown in Michi­
gan, has been found in seven counties in the central and northern portions ofthe 
Lower Peninsula during the first portion of this survey. It was previously re­
ported to be locally common in eastern North America north to Newfoundland in 
moist litter and decaying wood (Muchmore 1990). European sources indicate 
that this 
species is strongly associated 
with deciduous woodlands that have very 
humus-rich, free-draining soil, where H. danicus is found deep in the litter, in
the upper 
layers of 
the soil, or under the bark offallen trees (Oliver nd Meechan 
1993, Harding and Sutton 1985). It has also been reported in some synanthropic 
situations where ther  is damp, humus-rich soil (Harding and Sutton 1985). This 
Michigan survey likewise tended to find H. danicus in association with decaying 
woody litter in very damp soils, particularly near waterways. In some situa­
tions, the soils were quite wet and not particularly free-draining. H. danicus was 
never observed on or near the surface of the litter, but was generally on top of or 
in the 
first few centimeters of 
the soil underneath a considerable covering of 
litter. By far the majority of the situations where H. danicus was found involved 
litter of 
deciduous trees. One exception was 
its presence i  landscape beds in 
Midland County that were plant d with spreading junipers. However, despite 
the 
fact 
that a gre t deal of juniper needle litter was present in these beds, there 
was 
also a 
fair amount of deciduous leaf litter because the shrubs' architecture 
caused them to catch and hold masses of fallen leaves s they blew about in 
autumn. In 
general, beds of landscape 
junipers often hosted a high diversity and 
high density of many types of terrestrial isopods. H. danicus, however, although 
present under junipers, 
was 
not found at high densities i  these settings, but 
rather as 
occasional specimens. Hyloniscus riparius. 
This is another species 
that for some time was thought 
not 
to 
be present in Michigan. H. ripar us remained unknovvn in the state until 
1990, when one adult and two juveniles were collected in Ingham County (Snider 
1991). The present survey has now located this species in 14 additional counties 
scattered throughout the 
Lower 
Peninsula, and I expect to find it in many more 
counties as this survey extends its reach throughout the state in the future. H. 
riparius was previously reported in several of th  astern states in the U. S. 
and has 
been found 
north to Newfoundland in moist litter and refuse (Muchmore 
1990). Also reported from Wisconsin, th s species is said to be associated with 
leaflitter near 
wooded 
streams and river bottoms (Jass and Klausmeier 1996). 
While many of the locations where H. riparius was taken in this survey are in 
excellent agreement with this, I also located this species in some places that 
seem 
less caL 
In the intensive Midland County work, H. riparius was found 
in large b of pine needle mulch under groups of pinetrees and in smaller 
circles and oblongs of pine needle mulch around individual landscape conifers 
or pairs of 
conifers 
set into turf areas. It was also found in Midland County in 
beds with 
complex vegetation 
structure dominated by coniferous overs tory trees 
and 
ericaceous 
shrubs and in a small wooded are  in Wayne County with a 
conifer-dominated overs tory and much needle litter. It is likely that the litter 
layer and at least the upper 
soil 
layer are somewhat acidic in areas where thick 
15
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beds of pine needle mulch have been maintained under conifer trees for many 
years. H. riparius was also found in Midland County in a few open, sunny 
areas of non-irrigated, low-maintenance turf, which seems 
to 
dry out severely 
and where the grasses go dormant in mid and late summer. In 
one case, 
it was 
taken in 
a 
sunny, dry bed of annual flowers that had no mu ch f any type on 
the 
soil surface. 
Outside the boundary of the flower bed was turf. The flowers 
were grown 
from 
seed in sterile media in an on-site greenhouse prior to plant­
ing out, and it was highly unlikely that the 
isopod 
was introduced to the bed 
with this plant material. Less severe 
locations, 
but still places that seem some­
what atypical 
for 
the species based on previ usly published information, were 
the 
occurrences 
in upland deciduous woodlots located well above are  water­
ways and numerous 
collections 
made in beds ofjuniper shrubs in two counties. 
Locating H. riparius in many of these settings was surprising because this 
species desiccates rather rapidly when removed from its habitation to the open; 
yet 
some 
of the locations where it was collected were envir nments that did not 
seem 
possible 
to describe as regularly moist. However, hese collections are 
not 
likely a fluke, since 
H. riparius was taken in multiple patches of each of 
these ecosystem types, with the exception of the single capture in one annual 
flower bed. Possibly this species is transient in these areas, being present only 
during times when moisture 
conditions 
are suitable for it. 
Trichoniscus pusillus. Another small, moisture-sensitive 
species re­ported 
to be 
widespread from eastern North America to Newfoundland is T. 
pusillus (Muchmore 
1990). 
Previously known from only two counties in Michi­
gan, this survey has located it in an additional 19 
counties. So far, 
with the 
exception of a prior researcher's r cord of this species in Washtenaw County, 
its distribution appears to 
be 
more central and northern in the Lower Penin­
sula, in contrast 
to 
H. riparius, for which all but two locality records have oc­
curred in southern and central counties of the Lower Peninsula. This seeming 
distribution 
difference 
may simply be an artifact of the survey being incom­
plete at this 
point. However, collections 
made in 13 counties in the northern 
half of the Lower Peninsula revealed the presence of T. pusillus but not H. 
riparius, while collections in five southern counties yielded H. riparius but no 
T. pusillus. In the central portion of the Lower Peninsula, both species were 
present in the 
collections 
of three counties, only T. pusillus was found in one 
county, and only H. riparius was found in four counties. Additional up-coming 
survey work 
will 
further examine this issue. 
In the literature, T. pusillus has, on 
one 
hand, been reported to prefer 
wet areas, even waterlogged habitats, in deciduous 
woods 
(Muchmore 1990, 
Sutton 1972, Hatchett 
1947). 
On the other hand, it has also been reported to 
have 
a 
very wide range ofhabitats, occurring in most situations including grass­
land, 
acid 
moorland, and synanthropic situations (Oliver and Meechan 1993, 
Muchmore 
1990, 
Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 1972). Most of the locations 
where this 
species 
has been collected so far in the Michigan survey were quite 
wet, many times waterlogged, and usually along waterways occurring in 
de­ciduous woodland areas. This 
accords well 
with what has been reported for 
this 
species 
by workers in nearby Wisconsin (Jass and Klausmeier 1996). How­
ever, on several occasions it also has been found in wet coniferous litter along 
waterways, including litter 
from 
white pine, hemlock, and northern white ce­
dar. It has additionally been 
found 
in conifer-dominated habitat patches that 
are considerably drier, including beds oflandscapejunipers, beds ofpine needle 
mulch under large groups of pines or around pairs of landscape 
conifers, 
and 
beds with 
complex 
vegetation structure dominated by coniferous overstory trees 
and including 
ericaceous 
shrubs. T. pusillus also was collected in upl nd de­
ciduous 
woodlots 
and once in an area of non-irrigated, low-maintenance turf 
that 
goes 
dormant in mid and late summer due to lack of moisture. These 
other 
collections 
indicate that T. pusillus may have a somewhat wider habitat 
rang  tha  was previously thought 
for 
Michigan (Hatchett 1947). 
16
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Oniscus asellus. O. asellus is another species whose Michigan distribu­
tion records have been expanded considerably during this survey. Previously 
kno\'<'l1 
from 
only three counties in the state, it has been located in 11 addi­
tional counties scattered throughout the 
Lower 
Peninsula. Reported to be widely 
distributed in the northern United States and southern Canada (Muchmore 
1990), 
O. asellus is frequently abundant around human habitations, both in 
Europe and North America (Muchmore 1990, Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 
1972, Hatchett 1947). This species favors moist areas with rotting wood, occur­
ring in almost any natural or synanthropic habitat where these two features 
are 
found, 
even in acidic conditions (Oliver and Meechan 1993, Harding and 
Sutton 1985, Sutton 
1972). 
Jass and Klausmeier (1996) associated it espe­
cially with microhabit ts under loose tree bark on dead wood. Catches of O. 
asellus in the present study were in locations that were in good agreement with 
the comments published by other workers. The most surprising factor 
for 
this 
species was that in the more intensive survey area in Midland County, O. asellus 
was taken only in areas ofseasonally flooded lowland deciduous woodlot. Given 
that several other ecosystem types surveyed 
also 
would have contained moist, 
rotting 
wood, 
and given the fact that often catches ofother species in the inten­
sive survey area included more habitat breadth than was expected 
for 
them, it 
is surprising that O. asellus was so limited in its occurrence here. 
Armadillidium nasatum. A. nasatum is 
a species 
that is reported to 
be 
locally 
common in North America (Muchmore 1990). Although it has been 
observed outdoors in relatively sunny habitats in Wisconsin (Jass and 
Klausmeier 
1996), no 
populations organism have previously been found 
established 
outdoors 
in Michigan (R. J. Snider, Dept. ofZoology, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, 
MI, 
pers. comm. 2001; Hatchett 1947). Rather, all 
records ofA. nasatum in this state are 
from 
glasshouses, a habitat where it is 
also frequently reported to exist in other localities (Oliver and Meechan 1993, 
Muchmore 
1990, 
Harding and Sutton 1985). However, during the cours  of 
this study, 
I 
located clearly established populations of A. nasatum living out­
doors in two counties near the central part ofthe Lower Peninsula. In Genesee 
County, this species was 
common 
under rocks at the edge of non-irrigated turf 
in 
a 
quite open, sunny, dry location near a golf course maintenance building. 
This habitat is in excellent agreement with information in the literature, which 
states that A. nasatum prefers rather dry areas and is frequently associated 
with stones or 
old 
quarries, particularly in calcareous conditions, as well as 
being 
found 
in disturbed, exposed grasslands and near human habitations (Jass 
and Klausmeier 
1996, Oliver 
and Meechan 1993, Muchmore 1990, Harding and 
Sutton 
1985, 
Sutton 1972). In Midland County, low numbers ofthi5 species were 
found in three different areas of irrigated, high-maintenance turf, in two loca­
tions in 
beds 
of dense ostrich ferns, in two beds of annual flowers with bare soil 
and 
no mulch, 
and in one instance in a shady bed with complex vegetation struc­
ture dominated 
by deciduous overstory 
trees. In addition to these several scat­
tered 
occurrences 
oflow population a very high densityA. nasatum popu­
lation was 
found 
in a bed of landscape junipers at the side of a pond. 
Armadillidium vulgare. Another 
Al'madillidiid, 
A. vulgare, was fre­
quently encountered during this study and is notable 
for 
the habitat breadth it 
displays in comparison to most other 
isopods. 
This species is reported by 
Muchmore 
(1990) 
to be more widespread thanA. nasatum and found in a wide 
variety ofhabitats, but like A. nasatum it is often located in very dry areas and 
may be numerous in glasshouses. When Hatchett published his 1947 paper, A. 
vulgare was unknown anywhere north of Bay City, MI, in the central part of 
the Lower Peninsula, except 
for 
one collection n Cheboygan County. Hatchett 
felt that this Cheboygan County observation was an aberrant result due 
to 
the 
isopods likely being imported with landscaping materials that were brought 
into the site just shortly 
before 
he made his collection. Between 1947 and the 
present study, no additional county records were secured 
for A 
vulgare in the 
17
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northern part of the Lower Peninsula. However, the p esent survey has stab­
lished new locality records for A. vulgare in 14 counties in the northern half of 
the 
Lower 
Peninsula, in addition to adding five counties to the known distribu­
tion 
records for 
this species in the central portion of the Lower Peninsula and 
three 
more counties 
in the southern portion. 
In the literature, A. vulgare is reported occurring in habitats that range 
from very dry to moist and was said rarely to be far from humans (Jass and 
Klausmeier 
1996, 
Hatchett 1947). Ecosystems cited for  include coastalloca­
tions, sand dunes, gras land, stony areas, and areas with calcareous soil (Oliver 
and Meechan 
1993, 
Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 1972).In Michigan, I 
likewise commonly found this species in s tes at both ends of the moisture spec­
trum, as 
well 
as at many points between. It was very common to findA. vulgare 
in quite moist litter on banks and beaches, near watercourses in seasonally 
flooded lowland deciduous woodlots, and even in cattail swamp  along rivers. 
However, I also encountered it numerous times in very dry ecosystems such as 
in between 
stones 
in an old building foundation located on a dry site, in very 
dry landscape 
beds 
of junipers surrounded by concrete in ities, in very dry 
areas of 
rocks 
around gravestones, and in areas of non-irrigated turf. In the 
intensive study carried out in Midland 
County, 
this species was especially com­
mon under junipers and in 
various-sized beds 
of pine needle mulch, being en­
countered most times these types of habitats were 
examined. However, 
the 
HLf;U<":"~ density 
populations 
wer  located in a particular bed of dense landscap­
ing groundcover and in a bed of ferns. 
Cylisticus convexus. C. convexus is another species that was found in a 
wide variety of conditions, although perhaps not quite as wide as A. vulgare. 
While some workers have stressed that this species has a greater preference 
for moisture (Jass and Klausmeier 1996, Hatchett 1947), others have noted 
that it may 
also be found 
in dry sites, sunny positions, disturbed areas, rocky 
areas, 
exposed sites 
with little vegetation, quarries, and old walls (Oliver and 
Meechan 
1993, 
Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 1972).Most sources have 
additionally noted the strong 
association 
of this species with humans in synan­
thropic habitats. Although I did not as commonly encounter this isopod as 
some of the other species, I did find C. conveXllS in both wet and dry habitats. I 
was somewhat surprised that 
I did 
not locate this species more frequently. 
Muchmore (1990) noted that it is widespread in the northern half ofthe United 
States and southern Canada; Hatchett 
(1947) 
stressed that it is broadly dis­
tributed in
Michigan 
with a spread second only to T. rathkei; Snider (1991) 
compiled existing records for this species in 30 of Michigan's 83 counties; and 
Jass and Klausmeier 
(1996) 
reported it as one of only three species known to be 
found in every county in Wisconsin. T  date, this surv y has added only five 
new 
counties to 
the distribution records for C. c nvexus. Perhaps future survey 
work will amend the lack ofnew records for this species in Michigan, and it will 
yet 
be proven 
to be in most counties of the state, as one might expect based 
upon the experience with this species in Wisconsin. 
Porcellio scaber. 
P. 
scaber is another species reported to be widespread 
and 
very common 
in the United States and Canada (Muchmore 1990) but little 
encountered in new locations at this point in the Michigan survey. It is cited in 
others' work from diverse habitats, with some authors stressing a hygrophilous 
nature 
for 
the species (Hatchett 1947, Blake 1931), while others rema k upon its 
adaptation to drier habitats, even sites that are compacted, detritus-poor, sandy, 
or acidic (Belaoussoff et al.1998, Muchmore 1990, Sutton 1972). While common 
in both grasslands and woodlands, it is also said to be often found in synan­
thropic situations like many other isopod species (Jas  and Klausmeier 1996, 
Oliver and Meechan 1993, Muchmore 1990, Harding and Sutton 1985). Hatchett 
(1947), however, disagreed with a strictly synanthropic na u e for the species, 
stating that he had 
also located 
it in Michigan in forest areas with no habitations 
and at 
some distance from 
human activity. It appears to be somewhat unusual 
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in that, in addition to its typical ground-dwelling habit, it has been noted to 
frequent bark ofliving trees, being found 
to 
carry out its activity somewhat up 
he trunk 
above 
the ground (Oliver and Meechan 1993, Harding and Sutton 
1985, Sutton 1972). In the current study, P. scaber was found only in urban 
settings or suburban garden settings. In the intensive investigation in 
Mid­land County, P. scaber was taken only in variously sized beds of pine needle 
mulch. It seems surprising that it was not encountered in any of the several 
other ecosystem types examined. 
Porcellio spinicornis. P. scaber's congener, P. spinicornis, is noted in 
the literature for strong association with crevices in calcareous rocky areas 
such as limestone, sandstone, and mortared walls, as well as 
a 
preference for 
dry sites and 
a 
synanthropic nature (Jass and Klausmeier 1996, Oliver and 
Meechan 
1993, 
Harding and Sutton 1985, Sutton 1972, Hatchett 1947, Stoller 
1902). Muchmore (1990) states that this species is widespread and common in 
the United States and Canada. Hatchett 
(1947) 
remarks that the Upper Pen­
insula ofMichigan is nearly at the northern boundary of the 
species' 
range and 
that in most of the 
widely 
scattered Michigan counties where it had been lo­
cated 
only a few 
specimens were found, these being from very limited areas in 
each 
county. 
Jass and Klausmeier (1996), however, report this species to be 
present in every county in 
Wisconsin. 
Previously known from nine counties 
scattered throughout Michigan, this survey has been able 
so 
far to add only six 
more counties 
to 
P. spinicornis' known distribution in the state. While some of 
these collections were from the expected types of locations, this species was 
also t ken in damp leaf litter, inside rotting logs and woody debris, and in one 
case in 
a 
rotting hole in a tree trunk that was filled with organic matter. Only 
relatively 
few 
individuals were observed in these other settings, however. The 
single large aggregation seen of this 
species 
was in dry rocks around grave 
stones. On bala ce, P. spinicornis does seem at this point to perhaps not be as 
common as several of the other 
species 
in the state. 
Ligidium elrodii, Porcellionides pruinosus, and Trachelipus 
rathkei. 
I 
found no new county records for three isopod species that are known 
to be present in Michigan. These species include T. rathkei, which at this point 
has the widest known distribution of any terrestrial isopod species in the state. 
This 
species is 
unknown only from most of the western two-thirds of the Upper 
Peninsula. The lack of new county records 
for 
T. rathkei in this study is due to 
the 
fact 
that the Upper Peninsula was not investigated during the first two 
years of 
work; 
rather, it is slated to be surveyed in the upcoming field seasons. 
T. rathkei was frequently observed in counties where it has already been re­
corded, however. LikeA. vulgare, this species seems to occur over quite a wide 
range of 
conditions 
and habitats in Michigan. It was the most frequently en­
countered 
isopod 
during this survey work. The other two species for which no
new 
locality 
records were determined are L. elrodii and P. pruinosus  Both of 
these species have been very seldom recorded in Michigan, with L. elrodii known 
only from a single county and P. pruinosus collected in only five c unties of the 
state. In each 
case, 
the collections have occurred in counties in the southern 
quarter of the Lower Peninsula, an area not yet extensively 
explored 
by the 
present survey. 
Collections 
have likely not been xtensive enough at this point 
to pick up these perhaps more rare and perhaps more southerly-distributed 
species. 
Conclusion. Jass and Klausmeier 
(1996) 
described particular species 
associations, or groups of
isopod species 
that may commonly be f und together 
in 
Wisconsin. 
Such groups were less easy to delineate in this study. For in­
stance, 
I 
found both T. rathkei and A. vulgare co-occurring at some time or 
another with each of the other 
species 
encountered in this study. Presence or 
absence of 
a species 
at a particular location is likely controlled by the general 
site characteristics and by the microsites available nested within that. Certain 
sites investigated supported several 
species. 
For instance, three sites each had 
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six different species present, while numerous other sites each had five species 
present. Species that are habitat~restricted in some way or that occupy habitats 
with 
more extreme conditions 
tend to be most limited in er s of their co-occur­
rence with other species since they are only associated with others who can handle 
the 
same types 
of habitat conditions. Unfortunately, much of the habitat infor­
mation available at his time seems somewhat general and often repetitious across 
species. This is due e ther to many species being truly somewhat in their 
habitat 
preferences, or 
to lack of adequately specific, detailed information for the 
various spedes. Further study is needed on associations of isopod species with 
particular 
microhabitat characteristics to allow 
us to better understand fine di­
visions in the way various species partition available habitats and to provide 
insight 
into 
their ecological interactions in these locations. 
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